As was shown by Sen, type IIB string theory admits configurations where strings of different charges (p i , q i ) form so-called string networks. We argue that these networks blow up into "supersheets": supersymmetric spinning cylindrical D3-branes carrying electric and magnetic fluxes. These supersheets are three-dimensional generalizations of the supertubes that were constructed by Mateos and Townsend. We calculate the mass of both systems for arbitrary values of the parameters and find exact agreement.
Introduction
In [1] , Mateos and Townsend showed that D2-branes in type IIA string theory admit stable supersymmetric configurations of cylindrical topology, the so-called supertubes. These supertubes are supported against collapse by an angular momentum, which is the result of a combined electric and magnetic field on the world volume. It was noted that a supertube can be obtained by starting from a sequence of D0-branes placed on a long string, like beads on a necklace. This structure then starts spinning around the longitudinal axis and blows up into a supertube.
Several generalizations of the supertube have been studied; see e. g. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . In this paper, we consider what happens in a T-dual type IIB picture, where the T-duality acts along a perpendicular direction. (The case of a T-duality along the supertube is also very interesting; see [2, 6] ). Here, one would expect the D0-branes to turn into D-strings which are intertwined with fundamental strings. In fact, in type IIB string theory more general (p, q)-strings exist, so there are many other possibilities as well.
1 These "string networks" were first described by Sen in [11] .
In this paper, we claim that Sen's string networks indeed blow up into D3-branes that are a direct generalization of supertubes.
2 It is as if the string network "fills up" and obtains a small but finite thickness. Because of this sheet-like structure, we use the term "supersheets" to describe these D3-branes. We claim that the precise structure of the string network is not important, but that only the effective electric and magnetic fields it produces determine the type of resulting supersheet. To support these claims, we calculate the mass of both objects for arbitrary parameters, and obtain exact agreement.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we give a very brief review of string networks. Our main goals here are to fix notation and to give the mass formula that was found by Sen; for a more detailed introduction the reader is referred to the original paper [11] . In section 3 we calculate the supersheet Hamiltonian in a way that is analogous to the supertube calculation by Mateos and Townsend. Section 4 contains the proof that the mass of such a supersheet is exactly equal to the mass of the corresponding string network. In section 5, we argue that there is a many-to-one mapping back from string networks to supersheets. Finally, section 6 contains our conclusions.
Brief review of string networks
It is well known that type IIB string theory is invariant under an SL(2, Z) duality group. One of the consequences of this fact is that the theory does not only have fundamental strings (F-strings) and D-strings, but that it also contains (p, q)-strings which have fundamental string charge p and D-string charge q whenever p and q are relatively prime [13] . It was shown by Sen [11] that these strings can form two-dimensional networks, where at each three-point vertex the charge of the strings is conserved, i. e. a (p 1 , q 1 )-string can split into a (p 2 , q 2 )-string and a (p 3 , q 3 )-string if p 1 = p 2 + p 3 and q 1 = q 2 + q 3 . Using the fact that the tension of a string is known to be [14] T p,q = 1
where λ = λ 1 +iλ 2 is the complex coupling constant of type IIB string theory, it was shown by Sen that such a network is in equilibrium (i. e. the force on each vertex is zero) if every (p, q)-string has the direction p + qλ in complex coordinates. The simplest case of such a network is one consisting of only three strings on a torus of modular parameter τ , as in figure 1 . Sen showed that the mass of such a network can be calculated, and it is given by
where A is the area of the torus; (p i , q i ) are the charges of two of the three strings (the charges of the third one can of course be expressed in terms of these), and L andM are the following matrices:
with
and similarly for M τ . Here, we adopted the convention that the first factor in a tensor product mixes the first two components of a four-vector with the last two components, and the second factor mixes the first two components (and similarly the last two) among each other. Matrices of the type (4) are SL(2, Z)-covariant, and give invariant quantities when contracted with an SL(2, Z)-vector on both sides. Finally, the sign in front of L in (2) is chosen such that the contribution of this term is positive.
The supersheet Hamiltonian
In this section we will derive the Hamiltonian for the three-dimensional supersheet. This calculation is analogous to the calculation for supertubes in [1] . More about the Born-Infeld Hamiltonian and its dualities can be found in [15] .
The system
We consider type IIB string theory on a space-time of the form
R T is the time-direction, parameterized by a parameter T . The torus T 2 is flat and has modular parameter τ . To parameterize it, we will use coordinates X, Y along perpendicular directions. The coordinate X will be periodic with period L x ; the coordinate Y will range from 0 to L y . This gives a cylinder, whose edges at Y = 0, L y are identified with the appropriate twist to obtain the modular parameter τ . R 2 is also equipped with a flat metric, and polar coordinates Φ, R. Finally, M 5 is an arbitrary 5-dimensional manifold which will play no further role in the discussion below.
Putting everything together, and adopting a "mostly plus" sign convention, the metric of our space-time in these coordinates is
We now wrap a D3-brane around the T 2 , and give the remaining direction the shape of a circle of fixed radius 3 R around the origin in the R 2 -plane. The world-volume coordinates of the three-brane are (t, x, y, φ), where we take each of the last three coordinates to be periodic with periods L x , L y and 2π respectively. We fix the world-volume reparametrization invariance by gauging
From this embedding we see that the modular parameter of the space-time torus is related to the constants c, L x and L y by
A brief comment on our notation: world-volume quantities will have indices i, j, k, . . ., where these indices range over the set {t, x, y, φ}. In particular, x t = t, x x = x, etc. If we do not consider the time component, we will use indices a, b, c, . . . Space-time quantities are denoted by indices µ, ν, ρ, . . . Again, X T = T, X X = X, etc.
The Hamiltonian
The world-volume theory on the D3-brane is given by the Born-Infeld Lagrangean
where we normalized the fields in such a way that there are no unnecessary factors inside the square root, and the overall factor is chosen such that the expanded Lagrangean has a factor of 1/4π in front of the F 2 -term, which is the convenient normalization for self-duality (cf. [16] ). Note that we also set α ′ = 1, so all lengths in the following will be dimensionless quantities measured in terms of the string length. In this Lagrangean, G ij is the induced metric on the world-sheet:
and F ij is the field strength of the world-sheet U(1) gauge-field A i :
The factors of R in this expression are factors of √ det G appearing in the ǫ-tensors that are used to define the magnetic field in terms of the field strength.
Inserting these explicit matrices in (9), we find after a straightforward but slightly tedious calculation that
where the inner products are with respect to the space-like metric G ab and its inverse G ab . From this expression we can calculate the electric displacement
where we introduced a factor of 2π for future convenience, and the Hamiltonian
Of course, this Hamiltonian should be rewritten in terms of B and D. The easiest way to do this is by considering the square of the Hamiltonian, and doing this it is not too difficult to see that
Einstein frame and axion field
We want to modify the result (15) in two ways. First of all, we have worked in the string frame so far, to avoid cluttering our notation with factors of the string coupling constant g s . However, we would like to write our final result in the Einstein frame. This means we redefine G ij → G ij / √ g s to get rid of the coupling constant in front of the √ det G-term in the action. From (9) we see that this implies that our resulting Hamiltonian should be multiplied by a factor of g s , while all the gauge fields obtain a factor of 1/ √ g s . Note that since D a is a derivative with respect to E a , D a obtains a factor of √ g s .
Incorporating these redefinitions, we find that in the Einstein frame
Secondly, since we want to work with an arbitrary complex coupling constant, we want to add an axion term
to the Lagrangean (9), where η is the axion field. Since this term is linear in E, the functional form of the Hamiltonian in terms of E and B does not change. However, the expression for the electric displacement now changes by an amount −ηB a , so we expect the Hamiltonian in terms of D and B to be different from the case without axion. In fact, we can simply compensate for this by replacing D a → D a + ηB in the expression for the Hamiltonian in terms of B and D, and we find
We can now introduce the complex coupling constant
to rewrite this expression in the more elegant form
This expression -note the appearance of the matrix (4) -is manifestly SL(2, Z)-invariant. Also note that this notation is somewhat symbolic, in the sense that the matrix products also involve inner products between the vectors.
Connection to the string network
So far, everything we did was completely general. Now we want to turn to the setup described in section 3.1, to relate the supersheet to the string network.
Mass of the supersheet
To this end, we take the B-and D-fields to be directed along the torus T 2 . Since the torus is compact, these fields are quantized:
for arbitrary integers n x , n y , m x and m y . The total mass of the D-brane is now the Hamiltonian multiplied by the volume V = 2πRL x L y :
whereĜ is the metric restricted to the x, y-components:
The idea of Mateos and Townsend [1] is that the supersheet will adjust its radius R so that its energy becomes minimal. The radius for which this happens is
from which we can see that just like in the supertube case, the D3-brane does not collapse due to its own tension, but it is supported by the angular momentum coming from the electromagnetic field. We can insert this value for the radius in (22) to find
This is our final expression for the mass of the supersheet, which we will compare to the mass of the corresponding string network in the next subsection.
Mass of the string network
Our claim is that the supersheet corresponds to a "blown up" string network on the (X, Y )-torus. To establish the exact relation, note that a unit of D-flux should correspond a fundamental string, and a unit of B-flux to a D-string. Hence we expect to find (1, 0)-strings with winding numbers (n x , n y ) and (0, 1)-strings with winding numbers (m x , m y ) 4 . In figure 2a , we have drawn the simplest case of this, with winding numbers (1, 0) and The string network grows an extra string to achieve its preferred directions (0, 1). Of course, the directions of the strings in this network will in general not be the preferred directions 1 and λ that were described in section 2. To achieve these preferred directions, the string network will "grow a (1, 1)-string" as in figure 2b . However, since the mass formula (2) for the string network only depends on the total area of the torus and the quantum numbers of two of the three strings, we do not need to calculate the exact lengths of the resulting strings. Moreover, a counting of degrees of freedom shows that growing one extra string is enough for the string network to achieve its preferred directions.
The case with determinant 1
For the moment we will assume that
so that the F-and D-strings (before the extra string grows) span a torus with an area equal to the area of the original torus. Hence by an SL(2, Z)-transformation we can view this network as a fundamental string of winding number (1,0) and a D-string with winding number (0,1) on a torus with sides n
This new torus has modular parameter
We can insert these data in the string network mass formula (2). It is clear that the first term in this expression is equal to the first term in (25). For the second term in (2) we find
Strictly speaking, this is only true if n x and n y have no common divisor, and similarly for m x and m y . If for example n x and n y have a common divisor d, the correct description is in terms of d fundamental strings of winding numbers (n x /d, n y /d). 
where in the second line we used SL(2, Z)-invariance and we interchanged the two matrices M. Note that the fundamental torus has modular parameter
and inserting this in M τ we find
which is precisely the second term in (25).
The case with arbitrary determinant.
Now suppose the determinant in equation (26) is ∆ = 1. Note that the determinant cannot be zero since in this case the B-and D-fields would point in the same direction and there would be no angular momentum on the supersheet. When we draw the F-and D-strings (again, before the extra string grows) in the complex plane which covers the torus T 2 , they span a parallelogram with an area which is ∆ times the original area of the torus; see figure 3 . However, by periodicity this parallelogram contains ∆ parallel "string bits" of each type, at equal distances.
To obtain the mass squared of this network, we will calculate the mass squared of one of the smaller parallelograms 5 in figure 3 and multiply it by ∆ 2 since ∆ of these parallelograms together form a copy of the original torus T .
Note that it is still true that the modular parameter of one of the small parallelograms iŝ
The problem is that in this case this is not an SL(2, Z)-transformation. However, to show the invariance of the mass formula (2), one does not need the integrality of the coefficients of the transformation, so the expression is actually SL(2, R)-invariant. Since we can multiply the coefficients in (31) by an arbitrary constant this is enough, and we can writê
Using this transformation, we can carry out the same calculation as in the previous paragraph, where now after the transformation the four-vectors obtain an extra factor of 1/ √ ∆. This gives an overall factor of 1/∆. There is another overall factor of 1/∆ coming from the smaller area A of the torus. Putting all of this together, we see that these factors are exactly canceled by the factor of ∆ 2 which comes from the fact that we have to calculate the mass squared of ∆ of these small tori. Hence we showed that we again obtain the expression (25), and so also in this case the mass of the string network equals the mass of the supersheet.
From string networks back to supersheets
In the previous section, the string networks we considered consisted only of (1, 0)-, (0, 1)-and (1, 1)-strings. Of course, one would expect that other string networks also blow up into supersheets. In fact, for a general three-string network on a torus this is not hard to see. Starting from such a network, we can always do an SL(2, Z)-transformation such that it consists of (p, 0)-, (0, q)-and (p, q)-strings 6 . By exactly the same calculation as before, we see that this network is equivalent to a supersheet with p units of electric flux along one direction and q units of magnetic flux along the other.
For a completely general string network on a torus, i. e. one containing many string junctions, it is not easy to give an exact calculation showing the equivalence to a specific 5 Note that such a parallelogram is not actually a torus. However, since the mass of a string only depends on its length and type, we may just as well use the mass formula for string networks. Accordingly, we will speak of the "modular parameter of a parallelogram" even when it is not a torus. 6 Again, by a (p, 0)-string, we really mean p (1, 0)-strings.
supersheet. However, it is clear that we can always find an effective D-and B-field inside such a network, where the direction of the D-field is the direction of the fundamental strings, and the direction of the B-field is that of the D-strings. Moreover, the flux of such a field can be obtained by calculating the total F-or D-string charge of the strings that are pointing through one of the cycles of the torus. (It is not hard to see that this is a constant number, independent of where we put this "measuring cycle".)
Of course, we could set up a string network where all of the string junctions are located in a small region of the torus. However, from entropy arguments one would expect the string junctions to spread more or less equally along the surface of the torus, thus making a local tension tensor and local electromagnetic fields well-defined and more or less constant. This "macroscopic state" would then correspond to the supersheet with the correct electric and magnetic fluxes.
Conclusion
In this paper we argued that the string networks in type IIB string theory that were discovered by Sen [11] blow up into cylindrical D3-branes which are the three-dimensional generalization of the supertubes of Mateos and Townsend. We argued that there is a manyto-one relation between string networks and supersheets, where only the effective electric and magnetic fluxes in the string network determine the supersheet we end up with.
It would be interesting to make the entropy arguments in the last section of this paper, showing the equivalence of an arbitrary "macroscopic" string network to a supersheet, more precise. Another closely related and interesting question is how exactly the excitations of the single strings combine into "collective modes" which correspond to the excitations of the D3-brane.
